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Topics covered 
 
VPN – Security -  Phishing – Ads –Cookies – Skype – Encryption  
 
VPN  
You need one. Its not just for Netflix but having a VPN means that your 
data is encrypted and secure. You can have a VPN on your computer and 
iPad and iPhone all at once.  
 
I recommend using a VPN since your data is available to anyone who 
might want to take advantage of using it whether though a malicious 
browser or a wireless connection where they can read your signal. If your 
data is encrypted even if they get access to your streaming data they won’t 
be able to read any of it. Your bank generally has encryption on their 
website so if  you don’t see https or a lock next to your banking site it 
means that the site is not encrypted and you are in danger of having your 
information hacked. When you are on a webpage where you are putting in 
your username or password and especially if you are shopping and using a 
credit card make sure that in the URL you see https, not http. The s assures 
you that the site is secure. If you don’t see the lock or the https don’t use 
the website.  
 
Using a VPN encrypts your data as well as masks your ip address that tells 
where you are in the world. This is why google knows you are in Mexico. 
Make sure when choosing a VPN that you find one that is robust and has a 
good rating. A google search will give you the best information.  
 
Data is the most important thing we have these days and the thing that 
people want access to.  
 
Here are some of the things we need to think about when it comes to our 
data and security. People often tell me that they don’t have anything 
important to worry about. Let’s think this through a bit further. 
 
1.We have Payment Data that can get compromised.  
 
2.Authentication details like user names and passwords that allow people 
into our accounts whether its Amazon or our bank 
 



3.Medical records that can be a problem if stolen. Often victims of medical 
record theft have to pay for the health services stolen. This could result in 
ruining your credit 
 
4.Depending on who you are Classified information can be stolen if you 
run a business 
 
Ways that people get data: 
 
1.Weak passwords. I came across this fun little fact while reading online. 
Remember that people use something called Brute-Force that uses software 
to try millions of password possibilities to find your password.  
 
Password strength matters. Best practice is to have a password with minimum of 8 characters and 
using 3 out of the 4 items: Uppercase Letters, Lowercase Letters, Numbers, and Special 
Characters. If you use the word "password" as your password, it will take 1 second for a 
Bruteforce attack to crack your password. If you use "Zizzling" as your password it will take 6 
days to crack, "Zizzling1" 4 months, "Zizzling1!" 4 years and "Zizzling1!@" 33 years to crack. 
Now you can see how important it is to use all the categories from above. 
If I can figure out your email password, I can read your messages as well as reset your passwords 
for logins to your bank information. 
 
2. Phishing where you click on an email and proceed to put in your 
password thinking it’s a legitimate site. Never respond to an email by 
clicking to go to the website. If you have an account on a site like Amazon 
or Apple go there directly and log into your account. If they have 
something to tell you there will be a message waiting for you.  
3. Wireless keyboards that are keysweeper devices disguised as wall 
chargers that uses your keystrokes and takes your information. These are 
more common in cyber cafes.  
4. Your iPhone being plugged into a USB port in an airport or connecting to 
a free wireless network that is malicious. This is where a VPN comes in 
handy. 
5. Not protecting your RFID chip in your credit card. Most credit cards 
now have these chips including your passport and they can be read by 
someone passing by with a computer in their backpack and touching your 
wallet. The data is transferred to the person nearby allowing them access to 
your information on the card. You can protect yourself by using special 
enclosures to protect the chip. 
6. Card skimmers when you hand your card over to someone as in a 
restaurant where the data on your card can be uploaded to another blank 
card. Skimmers can also be attached to ATM machines. 



 
 
 
Recommendations: 

Use a hard password. The best way is to use all 4 categories of 
Uppercase, Lowercase, Numbers and Special Characters. I also recommend 
to use a sentence and then numbers and special characters. This will make 
your password long and hard to crack but it will also be easy to remember. 

Be vigilant of emails that come into your inbox. Sometimes if it looks 
too good to be true, then it is. If it your bank emailing you, call them. If it is 
an email from a friend that looks suspicious, reach out to them and ask if 
they sent that email. 

Do not use Microsoft wireless keyboards, switch to Bluetooth. Inspect 
your surroundings and check if you see something out of the ordinary like 
a USB wall charger that wasn't their before or something that resemble a 
miniature computer motherboard. 

Do not plug into any USB port either in a public kiosk, airport, or 
even unknown computer. Invest in a portable backup battery. These 
batteries can be recharged repeatedly and can provide the extra juice 
needed for your phone. Also, do not connect to unknown wireless 
networks that you do not trust. Wireless networks without a passphrase 
should be avoided. If you can connect to it easily, imagine who else can. 

You can also invest in RFID blocking wallets. These wallets and 
passport covers can block the RFID signal from being read. If you have any 
credit cards that offer the NFC or Tap To Pay option you can choose to 
disable that feature or get another card. 

I know it can be hard to keep an eye on your cards every time a 
waiter takes it for payment. I suggest keeping a separate card or even using 
a prepaid card for eating out. If you are super paranoid then just use cash. 
When you use any ATM always check to see if the reader is fully attached 
to the ATM. Cover the number pad with your hand when you input your 
pin. Do not use any ATM that is not associated with a big bank. 

Everyone needs to keep an eye on their data. Cyber criminals are 
getting very clever and have new ways to get to you and your data. Please 
do not use the same password for all your accounts. It will just take one 



breach of data to get the password and then all your accounts will be 
compromised. Please use Two-Form Factor Authentication where ever 
possible. Most Banks and Email providers accommodate 2FA.  

Lastly a Password Manager like LastPass or 1Password can store 
your passwords in a safe and encrypted manner and they have plugins that 
can install into your web browser so when a website requires a password 
your password manager can autofill the information. 

 
Do not use a free VPN. They are dangerous 
 
We also talked about not using free VPN services like Hotspotshield which 
has been in the courts for selling date and information about its customers. 
Keep away from any free VPN and pay for a good one. Free VPNs keep 
track of your information and often sell them to other data services.  
 
You can do a Google search to find any number of VPN services like 
StrongVPN and ExpressVPN that cost around $50 a year and you can use 
them on a number of devices.  
 
Apple just recently removed Facebook’s VPN app from their store because 
Facebook was using it to gather data for advertisers.  
 
 
 
Here is a way to think of a VPN 
 
Think of it like this; you have two countries that cannot trade with each 
other due to legal restrictions but both want to import and export products 
from the other country. In order to do this, the countries will export their 
goods to a third, neutral country and import items from the other country 
from this third one. It’s complicated but it gets the job done. The third 
country would then rebrand them so that there is no evidence as to where 
they were originally manufactured from. The goods would then be 
exported. 
 
So using a VPN will allow you to block your IP address but also encrypt 
your date so no one can read it.  
 
Web browsers, ads and cookies 
 



You can clear out your cookies in your web browser if you find that you 
are getting a lot of ads about products you were searching for. Cookies are 
useful for keeping information about your searches and products you want 
as well as letting companies know your preferences but sometimes they are 
be annoying and there are stalker companies that keep sending you 
suggestions.  
So for example, when you are searching for those shoes online and then 
you go to Facebook and suddenly you see an ad for shoes, this comes from 
a cookie being stored in your browser. You can occasionally delete your 
cookies in your browser preferences or also go to ad-ones or extensions in 
your web browser and install an ad blocker to minimize the ads that come 
in.  
 
You can also use Private browsing in your browser or Incognito mode by 
going to the file menu in your browser and selecting that mode. This will 
allow you to browser without saving your visited page. Also this will not 
save cookies.  
 
Backing up your files 
 
We talked again about backing up. Importance of backing up data and 
various ways to do that. Time Machine for the whole computer but also 
using services like Google Drive, Dropbox , iCloud and companies like 
Backblaze that backs up only your data and not your applications and 
system files.  
 
Keeping a few backups is a good idea for things that are crucial like your 
documents or medical information or photos.  
 
Skype now has the possibility to have private conversations that are 
encrypted. Make sure to use it when using skype. I use Skype constantly to 
work with clients all over the world. I prefer to not have someone gather 
information as I’m working with clients as they send me texts and info on 
Skype like their passwords and personal information. All this information 
can be recorded by a third party if my skype is not encrypted. I can press 
the + sign where it says + Chat and start a private conversation to make 
sure that my conversations are protected from Microsoft.  
 
 
 
 
 



Here is what skype says: 
 
All Skype-to-Skype voice, video, file transfers and instant messages are encrypted. This 
protects you from potential eavesdropping by malicious users. If you make a call from Skype to 
mobile and landline phones, the part of your call that takes place over the PSTN (the ordinary 
phone network) is not encrypted. 
 
 
 
 
 
Protect yourself by using a Malware checker 
 
I use the free Malwarebytes to keep my computer safe from Malware. You 
can download malware easily by using Bit Torrent or by downloading free 
software or movies. Some websites automatically download files without 
you realizing it. Often I see that clients have downloaded MacKeeper 
without realizing it. Stay away from MacKeeper and if you have it in your 
computer delete it immediately. Its bad news and harmful. Often clients 
don’t even know they have downloaded this software, an example of how 
sneaky malware can enter your machine.  
 
Unsubscribing to emails or Spam 
 
Never unsubscribe to an email that you haven’t deliberately subscribed to. 
If you want to unsubscribe to an email and you click on Unsubscribe make 
sure that your email is already in there. If you are asked for your email you 
can be sure that they are confirming that its your email address and they 
will then most likely sell that address to another person. If you want to 
keep Spam from your email don’t put in your email.  
  


